
FBI DOGE 
BLOCKCHAIN 
CYBERSECURITY 
EXPERT
The cybersecurity system protects users from attacks on

security holes on exchanges. You will be absolutely safe

anywhere when using a browser with the FBI Doge extension!



ABOUT FBI DOGE

 Use direct blockade protocol when vulnerabilities are detected, 

FBI Doge purposeful blocking of suspicious activities based on

this vulnerability then put the users in the safest area soon.

 Use the protect protocols as Essential, OWASP, Wildcard, 

Extended Validation (EV), SQL injection, XSS, LDAP Injection, 

CSRF,…. And advanced security portals updated regularly. The 

action taken as soon as the user accesses the exchange. Timely

and quickly!

 Take action when detecting suspicious activity from a vulnerability

like an FBI agent dealing with a crime. Detect - take the user to a 

safe area - isolate the hazard area - treat the hazard.

 When using FBI Doge, users gain absolute confidence when

trading on the exchanges.



TOKENMETRIC

 Total supply: 1000000000 $FBID

 Liquidity: 36.4% (locked 3 months)

 Presale: 62%

 Unicrypt: 1.35%

 Airdrop: 0.25%



TOKENNOMIC

BUY TAX 3%

Add to Liquidity 1%

Marketing 1%

Security protocol development 1%

SELL TAX 7%

Add to Liquidity 1%

Marketing 5%

Security protocol development 1%



ROADMAP

1

-Build Developer
Team
-Start making security
protocol
-Make the marketing
plan
-Contract 
development
-Renounce ownership
of the contract
-Lock Tokens and
Liquidity (No tokens
for devs)

2

-Website Launch
-Whitepaper release
-Build Community
-Community
competitions
-Airdrop Campain
-KYC
-Audit contract
-Influencer
Cooperation

3

-Presale launch
-Pancakeswap listing
-Beta extension
release
-CMC listing
-Launch marketing
-Community build-up

4

-FBI Doge database
building
-DEX, CEX listing
-Cooperation with
KOLs
-Pre-launch 
marketing
-Complete FBI Doge
protection protocol
-Secure access portal
release

5

-Official extension
release
-Perfecting the 
security protocol
-Update roadmap
-More Phases to be 
announced



SOCIAL 

MEDIA

 Website: https://fbidoge.me/

 Telegram: t.me/FBIDoge

 Twitter: twitter.com/FBIDogeBSC


